Hornamossen Wind Farm,
Sweden, being developed by
Macquarie’s Green Investment Group

Driving the transition
to net zero
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We’re driving
climate action
in five key areas
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Developing and
investing
in green energy

Aligning our
activities to
net zero

Creating
climate resilient
infrastructure
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Enabling the
decarbonisation of
our customers,
clients and portfolio
companies

Working in
partnership to raise
ambition

This pack is intended to give you an overview of how our advisory, development, asset management and commodities activities are
driving forward the transition to net zero. You can read about our activities over the past year through the links
below and also
follow our progress in real time:

Since 2012, Macquarie Asset Management’s Private Credit team has invested approximately
€2.7 billion across more than 39 renewable energy projects, with a total installed capacity of
15 GW, including this parabolic trough solar plant in Andalusia in southern Spain
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Raising our
ambition

Only by acting in partnership can we deliver the
transition at the scale and pace needed.
COP26 – a pivotal moment in a decisive decade. World leaders gather to raise
the ambition and set the direction, supported by unprecedented levels of
support from business, and investors. The challenge for us all now is
execution – how we work together to deliver transition at a scale and pace
that takes our communities with us, creates new jobs, and keeps the Paris
targets within reach.
Macquarie is committed to playing a leading role in driving this global
transition to net zero. For two decades we’ve used our deep capabilities in
energy, infrastructure, technology and commodities to work with clients to
create practical solutions to their decarbonisation challenges.
We can only realise our ambition through partnership. By supporting the
transition of carbon intensive industries. By commercialising new climate
solutions and technologies. And by supporting emerging markets and
developing countries to make their own transitions and adapt to changes in
climate that will often impact them most.
We look forward to working in partnership with you as we rise to these
challenges and deliver on our collective ambition.
Shemara Wikramanayake
CEO, Macquarie Group
Watch a short film from our CEO on how Macquarie is rising to the climate challenge
Watch our CEO take part in a World Bank panel on how climate action can shape a resilient recovery

Shemara Wikramanayake speaks with Alok Sharma,
President of COP26, at the UK Government's Global Investment Summit
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Installation and commissioning of turbines
has commenced on Green Investment
Group’s Tysvær project in Norway

Developing
and investing
in green energy

“To reach net zero emissions by 2050, annual
clean energy investment worldwide will
need to more than triple by 2030 to around
$US4 trillion.”1
Macquarie is committed to growing renewable energy capacity and is already
developing, constructing, investing in and managing over 50 GW of green
energy projects across four continents.
Our Green Investment Group (GIG) has more than 300 green projects in
development (either directly or through operating platforms) totalling over
35 GW. This spans established technologies like wind and solar and integrates
emerging technologies like floating offshore wind, utility scale storage and
hydrogen.
We are also working alongside our clients and investors, often through
Macquarie Asset Management managed funds, to invest in and manage
projects in construction or operation.
Explore Green Investment Group’s website
Read Green Investment Group’s latest business update

+50 GW of green energy
projects in development,
construction or operation

1. IEA, Net Zero by 2050, May 2021: https://www.iea.org/reports/net-zero-by-2050

+$A63 billion

invested or arranged in green
energy projects since 2010
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Developing and investing in green energy

Grafham Water Solar Scheme, UK, 
developed for Anglian Water by 
Macquarie’s Green Investment Group

Developing offshore
wind markets

Accelerating the solar
power transition

Working to commercialise
hydrogen

Supporting a smarter
energy network

We are major player in global offshore wind
now developing almost 15 GW of offshore
wind projects and managing a further 4.6
GW in construction or operations. Recent
investments have seen us enter new
offshore markets including Ireland,
France, Sweden and Norway.
We
also continue to advance market leading
projects in Japan, Korea, Taiwan –
and are continuing our decade-long
programme of investment in the UK
offshore wind.

In key markets around the world, we are
building renewable energy pipelines by
creating, acquiring, and investing in
development companies. This includes
Cero Generation in Europe, Blueleaf
Energy and CleanMax
in Asia and
Savion in the United States. These
businesses specialise in the development
and delivery of utility-scale solar projects.
Across the Group we are also managing
the construction and operations of a
further 6.5 GW of solar capacity.

Governments and industry are increasingly
looking to low-carbon hydrogen to play an
important part in the energy transition. We
are working with a variety of partners to
accelerate the commercialisation of
hydrogen. We are working with major energy
companies on a proposed large-scale green
hydrogen facility in Scotland , with heavy
goods vehicle manufacturers to roll out
hydrogen trucks in California , are
supporting energy networks to provide lower
carbon heat to homes and businesses as
well as partnering with leading industrial
businesses in Australia on the creation of
green hydrogen hubs to support domestic
and export opportunities.

The roll-out of smart meters in the UK
is a key enabler of more efficient energy
networks and gives customers and system
operators more information and control
over their energy use. We have now
delivered almost six million smart and
advanced meters to date in Great Britain.
Alongside this, we are delivering utility scale
battery storage projects
that will
enabling more renewable energy capacity
to be connected to the grid.

The green transition requires investors to understand the impact of their investment and financing decisions. Our market leading green impact advisory service enables our
partners to make more informed, sustainable choices whilst showcasing the green credentials of investments
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Kruisvallei Hydro is one of 254 MW of
renewable energy projects in South Africa
part-financed by UK Climate Investments,
a joint venture with the UK Government

Creating climate
resilient infrastructure

By 2040 over $US94 trillion is needed to be invested in
infrastructure, globally2. That investment will need to be
both compatible with net zero goals and resilient to an
already changing climate. As the world’s largest
infrastructure manager3 and a leading developer of new
greenfield infrastructure, our focus on climate resilience
and adaptation is helping prepare communities for a
changing world.
Macquarie Asset Management is committed to being a global leader in
sustainable asset management. With approximately 150 portfolio investments,
over 480 properties and 4.7 million hectares of farmland in its global portfolio,
it is investing in climate specific risk assessments, revised operating procedures,
physical enhancements, industrial technologies, and training. All of which
contribute to greater climate resilience. The business also has an ambition to
invest and manage its portfolio in line with net zero emissions by 2040 – and is
on track to have net zero business plans in place for assets where it exercises
control or significant influence by the end of 2022.
As a leading sponsor of new infrastructure, Macquarie Capital is designing
climate resilience into new infrastructure to deal with a higher frequency of
extreme weather and rising sea levels.
Explore Macquarie Asset
Management's (MAM) website

Read Macquarie Asset Management's latest
Infrastructure Sustainability Report

2. Global Infrastructure Outlook: https://outlook.gihub.org/ 3. Top 100 Infrastructure Investment Managers IPE Real
Assets 2021. Based on total infrastructure AUM where AUM is defined as the total gross asset value of all assets
managed and committed capital (including uncalled).

The largest infrastructure
manager globally3
2. IPE Real Assets (Jul/Aug 20)

MAM-managed assets employ

280,000+

employees and contractors
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Creating climate resilient infrastructure

Designing transport
infrastructure to be
more resilient to
growing flood risks
The Blankenburg Connection is one of the
largest PPP projects awarded in the
Netherlands to date. We led the winning
bidding consortium acting as sole financial
advisor and debt arranger. The project
involves construction of a 950m-long
immersed tunnel below the Scheur River,
which crosses the area’s main flood
protection dam. Our team have worked
with the local authorities to meet strict
legal guidelines, reinforce existing flood
prevention infrastructure and ensure that
the project will be able to resist future
water level rises.

Reducing the risk of
bushfires to Australian
power lines

Protecting power generation
in the Philippines from
extreme weather events

Bushfires have long been a natural hazard
and can pose a significant danger to the
environment, property and people in
Australia. We are supporting portfolio
company Endeavour Energy in utilising
geospatial analysis from light detection
and ranging (LiDAR) data, to assess and
quantify the risk of bushfires from
vegetation near its network. This enables
a more targeted and efficient vegetation
maintenance programme and as a
result, more proactive management of
bushfires risk.

Portfolio company Energy Development
Corporation manages 1.4 GW of
geothermal, solar, hydropower and wind
energy generation – representing
approximately 20 per cent of installed
renewable energy in the Philippines. We are
supporting the business to increase the
resilience of its portfolio against future
extreme weather events to ensure
continuity of supply to communities. This
important capital investment has included
rerouting pipelines and re-engineering
cooling towers to withstand typhoons with
greater than 300kph winds.

Developing best practice
We have supported the work of the Global Commission and Centre on Climate Adaptation and co-hosted a programme of work on infrastructure at the Climate Adaptation
Summit in January 2021.

Creating more resilient and
sustainable farms
Our agriculture funds manage
approximately 4.7 million hectares of land
in Australia and Brazil and employ 450
people in rural communities. Precision
farming techniques are being used to
across this portfolio to create more
resilient agriculture that can adapt to a
rapidly changing climate. This includes
investing in soil rejuvenation, using zero
tilling techniques and other advanced
farming techniques to ensure the soil can
retain more moisture and carbon.
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Enabling the
decarbonisation of our
customers, clients and
portfolio companies
We have broad societal consensus on the need
to act to decarbonise, the destination we need
to reach, and the steps we need to get there.
As a result, we’re seeing more people and
corporates take action to decarbonise.
Our Commodities and Global Markets (CGM) business provides risk and
capital solutions for clean and renewable fuels, supports companies with
carbon offsetting solutions including in hard to abate sectors and supports
early-stage carbon capture and storage projects. The business also provides
a range of asset finance solutions from zero emission transport fleets to
smart meters, peaking and flexible power and sustainable waste solutions.
Our Banking and Financial Services business is committed to accelerating
Australia’s transition to electric vehicles, we are the first Australian Banking
Group to launch a specialised electric vehicle buying service.
Our GIG business is helping drive the fast-growing renewables power
purchase agreement market and Macquarie Capital is the global leader in
infrastructure and renewables financial advisory, advising clients on
over$A25 billion of renewable transactions in the last three years, and its
cash equities team is able to help asset owners substantially reduce the
carbon intensity of their portfolios through their trading expertise.
Macquarie Asset Management is working with its portfolio companies to
reduce their emissions intensity through its net zero commitments.

Macquarie Bank is the first Australian
Banking Group to launch a

specialised electric vehicle
buying service

#1 Global Financial Advisor
in renewable energy
(2020, 2019, 2018, 2017, 2016)
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Fântânele-Cogealac, Europe’s largest
operational onshore wind farm, owned by a
Macquarie-managed portfolio company

Enabling decarbonisation

Image courtesy of Shell

Decarbonising portfolio
companies

Accelerating electric
vehicle adoption

Advising on major
renewables investments

Our Macquarie Asset Management
business is committed to investing and
managing its portfolio in line with net zero
emissions by 2040. These plans include
identifying pathways to reduce emissions
for portfolio companies in line with a net
zero economy.

Macquarie is the first Australian banking
group with a specialised electric vehicle
buying service to help customers in
Australia transition to an electric car more
easily. The business provides a
complimentary service which helps
customers find the right electric vehicle for
their needs, negotiates the price on their
behalf and arranges financing. For public
sector and commercial partners, GIG has
partnered with Heliox to offer a
charging-as-a-service product that makes
the switch to fleet electrification more
affordable.

For the past five years we have been
ranked the number one global financial
advisor in renewables. We advised Norges
Bank Investment Management (NBIM) on
its €1.4 billion acquisition of a 50 per cent
stake in Ørsted’s 752 MW Borssele I & II
offshore wind farm, the second largest
operational offshore wind farm in the
world. NBIM manages Norway’s US$1.3
trillion oil fund, the world’s largest
sovereign wealth fund, and this represents
its first investment into unlisted renewable
infrastructure.

The business is also leveraging its scale as a
leading global asset manager in its
managed portfolio of public securities,
utilising voting rights, direct engagement,
and cross industry initiatives such as the
Net Zero Asset Mangers Initiative and
The Climate Pledge to drive climaterelated action.

Helping leading manufacturers achieve sustainability targets
We have now supported 23 corporates to secure Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) with almost 4 GW of renewable energy capacity.

Supporting carbon capture,
storage and offsetting
solutions
We have made a cornerstone investment in
Storegga Geotechnologies, whose Acorn
project is one of the leading UK carbon
capture and storage projects. Storegga is
working with major Scottish industrial firms
to capture and store up to a million tonnes
of CO2 by 2027. Our Global Carbon team
provides access to voluntary carbon markets
and high-quality carbon offsetting solutions,
complementing our long-standing involvement in compliance markets globally, and is
a continuation of 15 years’ involvement in
physical and financial environmental products
markets around the world.
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Aligning
our activities
to net zero

Macquarie Group is committed to align its business
operations and financing activities with the objective of
enabling and accelerating the world’s pathway to net zero
by 2050.
We will do this by reaching net zero for our own business operations by 2025 and aligning the
emissions associated with our financing activities by 2050. Macquarie Asset Management, the
world’s largest infrastructure manager, has announced a plan to manage its portfolio in line with
net zero emissions by 2040, and our Green Investment Group is committed to achieving net
zero from activities associated with renewables projects by 2030.

Macquarie Hong Kong, one
of our green office spaces
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Aligning our activities to net zero

Managing our footprint
Over the past decade, we have maintained
carbon neutrality in our direct operations
by reducing and offsetting emissions from
our office energy use and business travel.
We have committed to reaching net zero
operational emissions by 2025. Our current
sustainability strategy is structured
around the UN Sustainable Development
Goals. In 2019, we joined RE100 with a
commitment to source 100 per cent
renewable electricity across our global
offices and data centres by 2025. Where
possible, this energy will be from projects
developed by Macquarie.

Aligning the emissions of
our financing activities
with net zero by 2050
We will align the emissions of our financing
activities with the objective of enabling and
accelerating the world’s pathway to net
zero by 2050. As part of this commitment,
we will measure and set interim and longterm science-based emissions targets for
our financing activities, prioritising our
efforts on clients and partners in high
emission sectors and the role that we will
play in accelerating their pathways to net
zero. The Group will publish a Net Zero Plan
by the end of 2022 and reports on its
wider ESG progress in the Group’s Annual
Report.

Strengthening our
climate disclosures
Consistent with our strong risk
management focus, we consider climate
change and future carbon constraints
within our existing risk management
framework. To further refine
understanding of the potential
vulnerabilities to climate change risks for
Macquarie, we continue to support the
important work of the Task Force on
Climate-related Financial Disclosures
(TCFD) and are actively implementing
its recommendations.

Funding a pioneering
training programme for
green jobs
Following catalytic funding from the
Macquarie Group Foundation, the youth
employment non-profit Generation UK
have created a new training programme
for unemployed young people that will
enable them to find jobs in the green
sector. The training will be delivered by
expert instructors and includes one-on-one
mentorship for learners, and placement
with employer partners upon completion.
Watch a video about this first of a kind
training programme.

Murra Wurra, one of Australia’s largest wind
farms, developed by Macquarie Capital
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Working in partnership
to raise ambition

Climate change is one of the most complex and critical
challenges facing the world, and the finance sector has a
vital role to accelerating efforts to limit global warming.
Given the scale of the challenge and the level of investment required, the private and public
sectors will need to work in close partnership to ensure we can meet more ambitious climate
targets. These partnerships take different forms, focusing on the many challenges ahead –
including accelerating the deployment of mature technologies, driving the commercialisation of
emerging climate solutions and technologies or rapidly scaling up investment in adaptation.
Finally, we will need to find new ways to close the investment gap in emerging economies.

Macquarie’s GIG has partnered with Heliox to offer a charging-as-a-service
product that makes it easier for fleets to electrify
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Working in partnership to raise ambition

Convening climate experts
from around the globe

Supporting industry
net zero initiatives

Mobilizing Climate Finance
in emerging markets

Each year we host a Green Energy
Conference for our clients and stakeholders, to discuss the key challenges and
opportunities posed by the energy
transition – sharing best practice from
across the green economy. In 2021 over
2,600 clients and stakeholders joined our
virtual conference to hear from President
for COP26, Alok Sharma, and industry
leaders from organizations like Tata Group,
Enel, S&P Platts and Global Optimism.
Watch some of the event highlights.

We are working on several industry-led,
UN-convened projects to accelerate the
transition to a net zero economy.
Macquarie sits on the CEO’s Principals
Group of the Glasgow Financial Alliance
for Net Zero (GFANZ) and is leading a
workstream to mobilize private capital for
critical climate solutions in emerging
markets. We are also signatories of the
Net Zero Asset Manager Initiative (NZAMI)
and the UN-convened Net Zero Banking
Alliance (NZBA). Macquarie is also a
member of His Royal Highness The Prince
of Wales’ Sustainable Markets Initiative
(SMI). The group recently launched a Net
Zero Practitioner’s Guide.

Macquarie and Tata Group are co-chairing
CFLI India, this initiative is led by
Bloomberg’s Climate Finance Leadership
Initiative (CFLI) and will support India’s
clean energy investment goals through
capital mobilization and clearer policy
frameworks. The group consists of major
private sector Indian and multi-national
corporates and financial institutions. The
partnership will be supported by Her
Majesty’s Government, Government of
India, the City of London Corporation, the
Global Infrastructure Facility, and
Bloomberg LP. Watch our CEO, Shemara
Wikramanayake explain the partnership.

Myrtle Solar Project in Virginia, USA.
Developed by GIG’s platform company Savion

Supporting National
Government pathfinder
projects
Macquarie sits on the Australian
Government’s Technology Investment
Advisory Council. The Council provides
advice to the Minister for Energy and
Emissions Reduction on “low emissions
technology investment priorities,
economic stretch goals and pathways
that will drive economic prosperity and
lower emissions.”
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Driving Global Solutions
Highlights of activities during 2021
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Discover more about
the Macquarie climate
solutions at:
macquarie.com/climate

Except for Macquarie Bank Limited ABN 46 008 583 542 AFSL and Australian Credit Licence 237502
(MBL), any Macquarie entity referred to above is not an authorised deposit-taking institution for the
purposes of the Banking Act 1959 (Cth). That entity’s obligations do not represent deposits or other
liabilities of MBL. MBL does not guarantee or otherwise provide assurance in respect of the obligations
of that entity, unless noted otherwise. This information is a general description of the Macquarie
Group only. Before acting on any information, you should consider the appropriateness of it having
regard to your particular objectives, financial situation and needs and seek advice. No information set
out above constitutes advice, an advertisement, an invitation, a confirmation, an offer or a solicitation,
to buy or sell any security or other financial, credit or lending product or to engage in any investment
activity, or an offer of any banking or financial service. Some products and/or services mentioned may
not be suitable for you and may not be available in all jurisdictions. All securities and financial products
or instrument transactions involve risks. Past performance of any product described above is not a
reliable indication of future performance. Unless otherwise specified all information is correct at 31
March 2021. For important disclosures and information about the incorporation and regulated status
of Macquarie Group entities please see: www.macquarie.com/disclosures
© Macquarie Group Limited

